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From Generation to Generation

EQ:  Why do you look the way you look?



Chromosomes

-Heredity is determined by chromosomes- tiny structures 

within the nuclei of cells that carry info about

hereditary traits

-most cells contain 46 chromosomes – 23 pair

-DNA is the foundation of chromosomes

-All living things are made of DNA               

-DNA resembles a twisted ladder, or helix



Genes

-are segments of DNA molecules - they are paired and

carry specific info.

-each parent contributes 1 to the pair:  

ex.- hair color or hair straightness

-2 people are not exactly alike because of the 

arrangement of bases along the DNA

-cells make proteins – this interprets the order of bases 

or DNA code



Dominant and Recessive Genes

-some genes will be dominant and others 

will be recessive

-dominant genes will show up in offspring 

whenever present

-recessive genes usually only show up when 

the dominant genes are not present



Genes and Gender
-Human body cells contain 46 chromosomes

-ova and sperm have ½  - 23 chromosomes each

-after fertilization, the zygote has 46 chromosomes

(23 from each parent)

-of the 46 chromosomes, 2 are specialized

sex chromosomes

-females look exactly alike and are called 

X chromosomes

-males, one is shorter and does not match 

the other.   Y is the short one and X is longer



-sperm may contain a X or Y

-ovum can only have a X

-the gender of a child is based on which

type of sperm find the egg

-ex:  XX-girl, XY-boy



Genetic Disorders

-sometimes genes have mutations 

or abnormalities, resulting in genetic 

disorders

-environmental and lifestyle factors 

can cause genetic disorders



Types of Genetic Disorders

-there are more than 4,000 hereditary disorders

-Sicklecell Anemia- red blood cells develop a

sickle shape and clump together, obstructing 

blood flow and oxygen to tissues

-Phenylketonuria (PKU)- a protein called 

phenylalanine accumulates in the body, 

interfering with the development of brain 

cells causing mental retardation



-Tay-Sachs Disease- affects Americans of

Eastern European Jewish ancestry,

it causes the destruction of the nervous 

system, blindness, paralysis, and death

-Cystic Fibrosis- makes breathing and 

digestion extremely difficult



-Down Syndrome- caused by chromosomal 

abnormalities, known as Trisomy-21 

(has 3 copies of 21st chromosomes)

-as a result the individual has an

extra 47th chromosome in all body cells

-individual will have mental retardation 

ranging from severe to moderate                                           



Identifying Genetic Disorders

-Amniocentesis – remove a small amount of fluid

to examine chromosomes – takes place around

16 to 20 weeks

-Ultrasound – used to determine the position of

the fetus, and if there is more than 1 fetus in the 

uterus

-Chronic Villi Sampling – similar of amniocentesis,

done earlier  around 8 weeks


